
Precision Demand Capacity Management  
The COVID Pandemic abruptly ushered in a new normal where long-held and traditional Demand Capacity 
Management methods were not sufficient.  In March 2020 ED volumes dropped by over 40%.  While 
volumes have since increased, greater volatility in both volumes and case mix will remain, requiring a new 
data driven approach to match capacity more precisely with demand. 
 

Not a Black Box AI Solution – A Solution that Augments Physician Intelligence 
 

We at d2i believe that no solution for demand capacity can entirely replace the judgement physician leadership has 
based on their local contracts, staff, market, patient mix and more.  What is needed and d2i provides 
 

• Immediate access to daily volumes by time of day and all related data 

• A purpose-built integrated data set that makes analysis by any factor effortless and instantaneous 

• A modeling tool that enables the user to change any factor and quickly see the impact 

• Multi-variate forecasting to help you anticipate changes in demand and its impact on Capacity needs 
 

Demand Capacity Needs to be Optimized by Day & Time of Day Based on Arrival Patterns 
 

 
 

 



Other Factors Need to be Simultaneously Understood and Considered 
 

Getting physician schedules just right is not only critical from a business sustainability and quality of care 
perspective but adaptation to long held paradigms about physician schedules will need to be considered.  
For this physician buy-in is critical and only a transparent and trusted data driven approach will work. 
 

Complexity of Case Mix 
 

We are experiencing disruptive changes in case mix due to telehealth, health plan design, and consumer 
behavior.  Understanding the impact of these changes is essential to optimize demand capacity. 

 

 
 

Productivity of Physicians and APPs 
 

Estimating capacity is both a function of provider hours and productivity to understand and project the 
number of patients physicians and APPs can effectively treat per hour.  In the heat map below the Green 
boxes are capacity meets demand within  + or - 5%, Yellow + or – 5 - 10% and Red + or - > 10% 
 

 
 

Revenues, Costs and Operating Margins 
 

 

 
 

About d2i 
 

Drawing from experience working with 1000s of physician leaders, d2i offers data analytics solutions to 
help healthcare organizations identify and implement opportunities for improvement.  Founded in 2010, d2i 
provides data analytics applications that integrate diverse data sets for Emergency Medicine, Hospital 
Medicine, RCM, CMS Quality Programs, Benchmarking, AI/ML and Research.  D2i SaaS solutions are 
cloud based and used across over 300 hospitals throughout the United States. 
  

www.d2ihc.com 


